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LINED DRAWSTRING BAG

This little bag is great for holding all kinds of thing.  You can 
also adapt the pattern to put a patchwork block in the front 
panel.  (Coming next week)

I have used a mug block in one and then put a mug into the 
bag as a gift for my friend.  (She takes it to all of her meetings)

You can also make the bag bigger by spreading the pattern or 
make the frill of the lining higher by spreading the lining pattern.
What ever way you look at it this is one versitile little bag and 
it's asy to make.

CONSTRUCTION:
1. MAIN FABRIC. With right sides together, take one panel and pin the insert into position.
                              Sew using a straight stitch.  
                              Repeat this with the second panel.

2. CONTRAST FABRIC - Repeat as for main fabric but leave on opening on one side. (Tto allow for 
                              turning the fabric through to the right side when both pieces are sewn together.)

3. SEWING CONTRAST AND MAIN FABRIC.
                            Sit the contrast section inside inside the main fabric section.  Right sides together
                            and match the top edges.
                            Sew all the way around this edge and then turn the bag right side out through the 
                            opening is the side of the contrast.  At this point the contrast should extend above
                            the top of the main fabric.  Iron this edge flat.

4. CASING -     Iron down both ends of the casing and then the sides,  making sure that will
                         accomodate the width of the safety pin you will use to thread the cord.  (Usually
                         about 1/2"). 

             Pin the casing over the joing line of the main and contrast fabrics .  Leave a little
                         space beteen the ends to allow for the cord to be inseted.  With a straight stitch

 sew along each edge.  (You don't need to stop, just one continuous line of stitching
                         over both pieces.     

5. CORD -        Insert 2 cords, one from each direction using a safety pin.  Tie off the ends or 
                         decorate with beads or tassels. 
    

MATERIALS:
Main Fabric :                  2 pieces 10" x 10"                    Notions: thread to match
Constrast Fabric:         2 pieces 14" X 14"                                           pins
Cord :                              2  lengths 27" long                                            safety pin



Main fabric
cut 2 on fold

Lining
cut 2 on fold

part 1
insert

paste part 2 here 

main fabric
cut 1 

lining fabric
cut 1

cut and separate here to 
make the pattern for the 
lining longer

cut and separate 
here to make the 
pattern for the 
lining longer
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Casing
cut 2
on fold


